Introduction
All extant restriction mapping search algorithms fall into one of two main classes: (i) those utilizing 'model-driven' exhaustive search with pruning and (ii) those utilizing the approximation techniques of 'heuristic' search.
Model-driven search techniques start with a model solution, or template, which they attempt to fill in by working backwards through the search space to the input data. They do this by partially constructing all possible solutions and eliminating as early as possible those hypotheses which lead to contradiction. Only consistent solutions are fully constructed. There is always the possibility that input data contain anomalies so large that the correct solution appears inconsistent, and so is impossible to obtain.
Heuristic search techniques start with the input data and attempt to move forward through the search space to one or more plausible solutions. They may be stochastic (e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms) or deterministic (e.g. tabu search), and generally begin with some randomly selected, hypothetical solution and then 'feel' their way through the search space. They do not enumerate every possible hypothesis, and thus may 'miss' valid solutions as they sample the space. This liability is offset by comparative efficiency: a well-designed heuristic algorithm can 'home in' on plausible solutions far more rapidly than a model-driven algorithm.
As artificial intelligence (AI) specialists, we began studying automated restriction mapping in 1992. We discovered that restriction mapping programs suffer from a number of significant limitations, the most important being the following (Inglehart and Nelson, 1994) : Inefficient search They often take hours, and sometimes days, to solve a mapping problem. Excessive output They often find dozens, and sometimes thousands, of solutions consistent with the input data, only one of which can be the true, physically correct solution. Inflexibility Strict protocols must be followed in providing input, or the program will refuse to work. Expert assistance in solving difficulties is not available. Using AI to address these limitations, we devised a number of experimental programs to determine the most effective techniques for automated restriction mapping. We have now designed and implemented an algorithm incorporating our findings which addresses several significant limitations of extant software.
Preliminary studies
We attacked the problem in two ways: (i) utilizing the established, proven techniques of model-driven search and (ii) utilizing the more experimental techniques of heuristic search. We ultimately designed and implemented four different preliminary two-enzyme restriction mapping algorithms, namely:
(i) a model-driven algorithm using binary logic pruning; (ii) a heuristic algorithm utilizing tabu search; (iii) a model-driven algorithm using non-binary, Dempster-Shafer pruning; (iv) a hybrid algorithm which combined model-driven search with neural network pruning.
ristic restriction mapping algorithms are usually much faster than model-driven algorithms, and can theoretically find correct solutions even for anomalous data. Tabu search utilizes memory structures to guide the search based on past history. Randomization is de-emphasized compared with other heuristic methods-the goal is intelligent search. Tabu search also utilizes context (to decide which search strategies are currently appropriate) in directing search. These characteristics (Reeves, 1993) convinced us that it is the most appropriate heuristic technique for restriction mapping. We therefore designed and implemented a tabu search program which solved two-enzyme linear mapping problems. We also implemented a conventional model-driven, binary logic two-enzyme restriction mapper, to provide benchmarks for comparative testing of the two techniques.
These programs were tested using sample problems obtained by reverse-engineering zero-error restriction maps from sequence data, and adding varying amounts of normally distributed error to the segment lengths obtained.
The results were disappointing. For hypothetical zero-error data, the tabu search program usually found the correct segment configuration quickly, but it did not consistently do so. For realistic error levels (2.5% or higher), it failed to find correct solutions roughly 50% of the time. It ran more quickly than its model-driven counterpart, but the model-driven program was far more likely to find the true solution. We therefore continued our experiments utilizing model-driven search.
Model-driven restriction mapping
Most model-driven restriction mapping algorithms utilize binary logic pruning, requiring fixed segment-length bounds to provide a sound basis for making pruning decisions (Ho et al., 1991) . Unfortunately, data obtained by gel electrophoresis sometimes contain anomalous length measurements whose error exceeds normal bounds. If such anomalous data are present, no binary logic model-driven algorithm is capable of finding the true solution to a mapping problem, since it will appear inconsistent. To address this problem, we implemented two experimental model-driven algorithms that did not utilize binary logic to make pruning decisions.
The first of these utilized the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidential reasoning (Dempster, 1967; Shafer, 1976) , instead. This theory gave us a rigorous, mathematical technique for interpreting constraint violations, not as proof that some partially constructed map was inconsistent, but rather as evidence that it might be inconsistent. Individual pieces of evidence were merged into an overall assessment of the configuration, which was rejected only if there was sufficient evidence supporting the decision.
The second algorithm was a hybrid which utilized modeldriven methods to traverse the solution space and a heuristic technique (a neural network) to make pruning decisions. For each hypothetical map, a vector containing the normalized magnitudes of all its inconsistencies (if any) was input to the network, which had been trained to output '1' when given input from a correct configuration (even if it contained inconsistencies) and '0' when given input from an incorrect one (even if it appeared consistent). Any network output below a threshold value was regarded as a decision to prune that branch of the search space.
We tested these two programs with the same data used before. We found that, in this particular domain, DempsterShafer and neural networks are no more discerning than plain binary logic. Given anomalous data, both programs could find true solutions which binary logic could not, but they also found significantly larger solution sets under all circumstances. Similar results could be obtained with the binary logic program, simply by using more generous confidence intervals to increase its tolerance for error.
These negative results convinced us that binary logic pruning, despite its theoretical limitations, is still the most practical and reliable technique for model-driven restriction mapping.
We therefore used the binary logic search algorithm as the starting point for developing a powerful multiple-enzyme mapping algorithm. This was implemented as a program, Mapper, with the following characteristics:
Optimality
It is guaranteed to find all con-sistent solutions, and reject all inconsistent ones, subject to the limitation that the lengths of all input segments be constrained within absolute limits. Efficiency It finds solutions more quickly than the simpler model-driven algorithms it is based upon (which also have guaranteed optimality). Expertise During data entry, it provides expert assistance, pointing out data inconsistencies and suggesting their probable causes. Flexibility It provides a variety of modes for inputting data and con-straints, and outputting solutions. Default modes can be changed to suit user preferences. Comprehensible output It provides tools for output analysis, enabling the user to isolate problems and make sense of large solution sets.
System and methods
Mapper was implemented in Smalltalk using ParcPlace's VisualWorks development environment, Release 2.5. 
Algorithm

Overview
To solve a mapping problem, Mapper sequentially executes six procedures, and then outputs a complete set of consistent solutions. If only one solution is found, the program is done. If multiple solutions are found, they act as input to a seventh procedure, output analysis, which outputs user-specified subsets of the complete solution set. A detailed description of the first of these procedures, input, will be found in the Implementation section of this paper. The other six (Procedures 2-7) are described in order, below.
Procedure 2: computing segment length bounds
The upper and lower segment length bounds can be input directly, but in length/percent error mode, specifying an error of, say, 3% implies 95% confidence that the reported length differs no more than 3% from the true value. In this mode, Mapper computes explicit upper and lower bounds on each segment by placing a 95% confidence interval around the given length. Once computed, these are regarded as absolute constraints which cannot be violated, even though this is not in fact true of data subject to normally distributed error. Without this simplifying assumption, Mapper would lack a sound basis for rejecting inconsistent solutions.
Procedure 3: data checking and correction
When data input is complete, Mapper checks it for consistency, using Stefik's rules (1978) . If anomalies are present (missing segments, extra segments, etc.), Mapper points them out to the user, giving detailed advice on probable sources of error (unobserved segments, unresolved doublets, incomplete digestion, etc.). Mapper will not proceed beyond this step until all inconsistencies have been eliminated from the data.
Overview of procedure 4: finding all consistent solutions
To solve an m-enzyme mapping problem, m > 2, Mapper must first solve all two-enzyme, double-digest (DD) subproblems contained in the input. Each subproblem is solved in two steps: (i) the data are preprocessed, which may generate multiple instances of a single problem; (ii) each resultant instance is input to a search subprocedure which finds all its consistent solutions. These new solutions are then merged with the solutions found during earlier iterations, and the resultant multiple-enzyme solution set is checked for global consistency. When every subproblem has been processed, only globally consistent multiple-enzyme solutions remain, and these are sent onward to the evaluation procedure.
Procedure 4 thus interleaves two logically distinct tasks: (i) solving all DD subproblems and (ii) constructing m-enzyme solutions from the DD solutions. The first task involves two distinct subprocedures, preprocessing and search, which are described in the next two sections. The second task is described in a third section, which completes the description of Procedure 4.
The bulk of Mapper's processing time is spent in Subprocedure 2 (search), finding solutions to DD subproblems, and the purpose of Subprocedure 1 (preprocessing) is to reduce this time as much as possible, by placing static constraints on the data which make the search more efficient.
Subprocedure 1: data preprocessing
For each DD subproblem, Mapper performs a comprehensive analysis of the input data. Its goal is to find every reasonable assignment of certain types to the input data segments, and to make and keep track of hypotheses about potentially associated segments. This preprocessing stage can convert a single, possibly ambiguous, DD mapping problem into a collection of much more constrained, and therefore much simpler and more quickly solved, problem instances. These are created at two points in the algorithm: first, during 'type' assignment and, second, during 'end-segment' assignment. New instances are checked after each creation cycle, and those violating known constraints are pruned from the output set.
Input consists of the lengths and error estimates for two single digests (SDs) and one DD. An SD segment which remains uncut in the DD is a singlet and the DD segment which corresponds to it is an embedded segment. Both ends of an embedded segment are cut by the same enzyme.
Call the two restriction enzymes A and B. If an A-digest segment is different in length from every AB-digest segment, Mapper assumes that it contains one or more internal sites for enzyme B. Such non-singlet SD segments are n-tuplets.
If an AB-digest segment is different from every SD segment for both enzymes, then Mapper assumes that it is a product of the DD alone, and must have a site for A on one end, and a site for B on the other. Such DD segments are alternating segments; they combine to make n-tuplets.
The categories singlet, embedded, n-tuplet and alternating (Fitch et al., 1983; Ho et al., 1991) are the basic segment types which Mapper considers. Mapper's preprocessing goal is to find every reasonable assignment of these types to the input data segments, and to keep track of hypotheses about potentially associated segments, such as apparent singlet/ embedded pairs, or alternating segments that are likely to be adjacent.
Mapper starts by identifying unique segments: those whose length does not match anything in a 'related' digest (i.e. one utilizing the same enzyme). Unique SD segments are classified as n-tuplets, and unique DD segments are classified as alternating segments. Mapper regards these type designations as certain, and does not consider other type possibilities for unique segments.
All the segments which match segments in related digests are of ambiguous type. The SD segments are probably singlets, but could be n-tuplets which happen to match certain DD segments. The DD segments are probably embedded, but could be alternating segments which happen to match certain SD segments.
Mapper determines every possible assignment of the four segment types to the ambiguous segments. Each assignment is completely specified, and is merged with the fixed unique segment assignments already determined. This creates an array of mapping problems comprising every reasonable combination of specific type assignments to the segments of the given problem.
User-supplied constraints (e.g. that two segments are identical, that one contains the other, etc.) are then used to prune problem instances from the array which do not satisfy them.
The mathematical rules of site conservation are applied to prune the array further. This ensures that, in every problem instance, the number of cuts in the AB-digest will equal the sum of the number of cuts in the A-digest and B-digest.
If two alternating segments combined equal an n-tuplet, they are labeled 'friends' and are likely to be adjacent in the final solution map. Mapper lists the friends of alternating segments, one list for each cut site. Now Mapper determines which DD segments in each problem instance are candidates for 'end-segments' in the final map, choosing a format (a canonical form) which ensures that equivalent versions (e.g. inversions, rotations) of a single map are not constructed (Stefik, 1978) . (Mapper selects 'end-segments' for circular maps as well, to facilitate linear display.) If the DNA is linear, and there are k embedded segments, exactly two of these must be end-segments, so Mapper constructs ( k 2 ) distinct end-segment assignments for that instance, expanding it into ( k 2 ) distinct instances whose end-segments are fixed in position. The longer segment is always placed first when map construction begins. If the DNA is circular, Mapper chooses an arbitrary alternating segment to begin the map, always placing the A-site to the left. Mapper then considers every possible 'end-segment' assignment for the other end (since circular maps are displayed in a straight line) which terminates with an A-site and so is consistent with this choice. If there are k such segments, the single instance expands into k distinct instances, one for each segment. These choices ensure that all maps will be output in a canonical form.
If end-segment assignment creates new instances, Mapper uses site conservation to prune inconsistent ones. For linear DNA, Mapper also prunes instances which violate user-provided end-segment constraints. Surviving instances all have exactly two end-segments, labeled start and finish, respectively.
Subprocedure 2: two-enzyme map generation
Every instance now undergoes a model-driven, depth-first search procedure which determines every consistent arrangement of its segments. Each map is built up from one end, one segment at a time, beginning with the pre-assigned start segment. The procedure has two logically independent components: a generator which builds partial maps and a constraint checker which validates or rejects them (Stefik, 1978) . Generation effectively permutes the input segments, implicitly proposing all possible arrangements. Constraint checking speeds up the search, by pruning branches of the search tree which are guaranteed to lead to inconsistent solutions.
Mapper's constraint checker utilizes both static and dynamic constraints to reject inconsistent partial maps. Static constraints are those computed during preprocessing. During generation, they prevent inappropriate segments from being loaded into the stack, greatly speeding up the search process. For example, if a DD segment is being selected for the growing map, static constraints ensure that only the 'neighbors' of the last DD segment placed will be considered. A neighbor is any unplaced DD segment which can be adjacent to the already placed segment. The unplaced segment must, at minimum, be site compatible (i.e. the point where the segments meet must be a cut site for the same enzyme), but if the already placed segment is alternating, then the only alternating neighbors it can have are its 'friends'.
However, static constraints cannot entirely prevent inconsistent maps from being proposed. Therefore, during generation, a dynamic procedure based on Pratt's separation theory (Pratt, 1977; Shostak, 1981) , is used to check the consistency of the proposed partial map.
Separation theory determines the consistency of a proposed map by examining the cycles in certain graphs. For example, if we assume that the error bounds for each segment length are an absolute constraint which cannot be exceeded, then we can write the length of the kth input segment as:
where the interval [l k , h k ] gives the range of allowable lengths for this segment, and x i , x j , are the map coordinates of the segment's left and right ends, respectively. This constraint equation can be written as a pair of inequalities:
x i * x j v *l k and x j * x i v *h k which must be satisfied by any mapping arrangement. If the mapping problem has m segments altogether, and n cut sites, we obtain a linear system comprising 2m inequalities which must be satisfied by any output map. Appropriate subsets of this system must be satisfied by any partial map.
This system of difference constraints can be represented by a weighted digraph with n vertices and 2m edges. Each vertex in this constraint graph corresponds to one of the n unknown variables x i , and every pair of inequalities corresponds to a pair of directed edges forming a two-edged cycle. Pratt (1977) showed that, for such a system to be consistent, it is necessary and sufficient that the weights of all simple (i.e. non-intersecting) cycles in its constraint graph be non-negative. Shostak (1981) showed how to compute a single interval, the 'loop residue,' which determines a constraint graph's consistency. Separation theory was first applied to linear restriction mapping by Allison and Yee (1988) , and Mapper's dynamic consistency checker utilizes algorithms of Ho et al. (1991) and Dix and Ho-Stuart (1992) which can also handle circular DNA. Separation theory gives Mapper two very desirable theoretical properties: soundness (because every inconsistent solution is guaranteed to be rejected) and completeness (because every consistent solution is guaranteed to be found). These properties are guaranteed only if all segment lengths actually fall within the absolute boundaries Mapper utilizes. For real data, anomalous length measurements will sometimes prevent Mapper from finding the true solution.
Procedure 4's final task: multiple-enzyme map generation
A multiple-enzyme problem can be viewed as a collection of two-enzyme problems. For example, if a user wishes to map three enzymes, A, B and C, input to Mapper must consist of three SDs, for A, B and C, respectively, and three DDs, for the combinations AB, AC and BC. Data for the triple-digest ABC may be provided if desired, but they are not required.
The program solves the three DD problems separately, and then merges and checks the results, using a separation theory-based technique called separate generation (Ho et al., 1990) . Any result maps which are inconsistent with the merged solution are pruned. For example, given two DD solution sets, for AB and BC, respectively, only mappings for enzyme B which are present in both sets are kept in the AB + BC set. AC is then merged into this set, following the same procedure. Higher-order digests, such as ABC, if present, are used to verify this AB + BC + AC set of maps (since every segment in ABC must also be present in one of the three double digests). Any maps which are inconsistent with ABC are pruned from the result set.
More complex problems, utilizing four or more enzymes, are handled in exactly the same fashion. An SD must be provided for every restriction enzyme, and a DD for every pairwise combination. Higher-order digests are useful, but optional.
Procedures 5 and 6: evaluation and output
Each multiple-enzyme map in the final solution set is then evaluated for closeness of fit to the original data, and assigned a score, using a standard statistical measure, the 'least squares sum' (Schroeder and Blattner, 1978) . For hypothetical zero-error data, the score can be as low as zero. Lower scores indicate better fitting solutions. The solution set is ordered by score, and output in order, from best to worst.
Procedure 7: output analysis
While generating a solution, Mapper creates hidden data structures which enable users to manipulate the output and present it in a variety of modes. The most important of these can reduce the apparent size and complexity of the solution set by removing redundant maps. For example, if two or more adjacent embedded segments are present in a two-enzyme digest, there is no way to determine their correct order without additional data. For the given input, their local order must remain uncertain, but each output map is generated with hidden lists of these order-uncertain groupings, which Mapper can compare if directed to do so. If several lists happen to be identical, then the associated maps can differ only in the arrangement of their order-uncertain segments, and Mapper can use this information to remove all but one of the maps from the solution set, if desired. Similarly, if a digest happens to have two segments of nearly identical length (called doublets), Mapper will permute them as distinct segments during the search process. However, every map is constructed with hidden lists of its doublet pairs, and if two lists from two distinct maps happen to be identical, then the two associated maps can differ only in the substitution of one doublet for the other. Again, if the user requests it, Mapper can remove one of the two maps. Procedure 7's interface is described in the next section.
Implementation
Procedure 1: input
Mapper has a graphical user interface (Figure 1) . By pointing and clicking, the user creates an empty table for data entry, where every row corresponds to a lane in a simulated gel image. A list of restriction enzyme names can be entered, and then selected and dragged onto table rows to specify digests. DNA segment lengths can be entered directly into the table, using any units, or created graphically, using the cursor as a drawing tool to create and/or edit bands in the gel image. Error ranges are displayed numerically in the table in one of three formats (reported length/percent error, upper/lower bound, or upper bound/reported length/lower bound), and graphically in the gel image (the band width displays the upper and lower bounds directly). User-specified constraints (end-segments, matching segments, adjacent segments and segments which contain other segments) are entered by selecting the constraint desired, and then selecting the segments involved. Both positive (the relationship holds) and negative (the relationship does not hold) constraints can be specified. Once entered, constraints are indicated graphically (using a palette of colors) in the gel image and data entry table, and also listed in a separate constraints table.
Mapper checks each constraint as it is entered, and disallows constraints which do not make logical sense. A message bar provides a running commentary on what Mapper is currently doing, and explanations if the user attempts to do something Mapper objects to or does not understand.
Immediately after installation, Mapper assumes 5.0% error for all input segments not otherwise specified and displays three gel lanes at a time alongside a (5 digest) (8 segment) entry table. To view additional lanes, digests or segments, users must scroll to hidden parts of the image, but virtually every component of the user interface can be customized to suit user preferences, for both individual problems and the program as a whole. For example, the gel image scale, lane width and entry table dimensions can be altered to any reasonable value. Error bounds can be displayed in any of three modes. The default error can be reset. In addition, the entire data entry window can be resized, with a 'zoom box' making it fill the entire screen, if desired.
At any point during data entry, the data and current configuration of Mapper can be saved to a file. Mapper will revert to file-specific custom settings later on, when the file is reopened. Standard defaults (those initially present when creating a new file) can also be customized. The program will utilize the new defaults the next time a file is created.
Procedure 7: output analysis
Most restriction mapping programs simply output all consistent maps found, ordered from best to worst according to how well they appear to fit the input data. This is fine for data where only one or two maps are found, but for multi-enzyme data with typical error levels it is common for a mapping program to find numerous consistent solutions, with little chance that the true solution will be among the best-fitting ones. Mapper is unique among restriction mapping programs in that it provides a suite of analytical tools for reducing apparent complexity and isolating problems when large solution sets are obtained.
Solutions are displayed both graphically and in a textual format (Figure 2 ). Either format can be saved to a file, or printed. A trace of the search process which created the maps can also be viewed.
Pointing to a particular segment in the graphical map highlights it and its associated numerical value in the textual map. Both linear and circular maps are presented linearly, but some segments in circular maps are displayed in two pieces, and must be thought of as 'wrapping around' the artificial boundary at each end.
Both linear and circular maps can be reversed from left to right. Circular maps can also be 'rotated' to the left, by double-clicking on any segment. The map will redisplay with this segment at the extreme left, and all others rearranged accordingly. These two features, unique to Mapper, enable users to display a single map in any possible configuration, making it easy to compare the program's output with hand-drawn maps, or with the output of other restriction mapping programs, and to create standardized text and figures for databases and publications.
Another unique feature of Mapper is its ability to determine the number of distinct maps found for each individual digest, and to display maps of any user-selected subset of the data. This is useful because it shows which portions of a multiple-enzyme map are certain (since only one map will exist of those portions) and which portions are uncertain (since several distinct maps will exist). We have found that, for multiple-enzyme problems, large solution sets can result from the ambiguity of just one problem digest. Mapper thus helps the user to make sense of problems rapidly, by isolating restriction enzymes which should be involved in additional digests.
We have already described how Mapper can reduce the apparent complexity of a solution set by pruning certain redundant maps from it. Removing excess 'order isomorphic' maps is a feature of several other automated restriction mapping programs, but Mapper is the first program which is also capable of removing redundant 'size isomorphic' maps.
Order isomorphism refers to distinct segments in a digest whose order cannot be determined because of limitations (specifically, adjacent embedded segments) in the input data. These local order uncertainties are usually obvious to users and can be identified by visual inspection. There is little need to display more than one version of a local order uncertainty-the others are implicit in the map. Mapper initially finds and reports every possible permutation of these orderuncertain segments as a separate map, but the user has the option of deleting all but one map from each order-isomorphic subset. Since each group of k order-isomorphic segments creates k! order-isomorphic versions of what would otherwise be a single map, this feature can dramatically reduce the apparent number of solutions found, enabling users to ignore the variations created by order isomorphism and focus on what is certain within the emerging map.
Size isomorphism refers to distinct segments in a digest of nearly identical size (doublets), which Mapper cannot tell apart and thus uses interchangeably. This can be a serious problem, since every pair of doublets in the input will double the number of maps in the output. During search, Mapper considers all the segments in a digest to be distinct, even if their size is identical, which can result in pairs of nearly identical looking solution maps being displayed for each pair of doublets present. However, the user can instruct Mapper to regard the nearly identical segment pairs in doublets as being completely identical with respect to output, halving the number of reported solutions for each doublet. Users can identify potential doublet pairs by inspecting Mapper's simulated gel image, which shows uncertainty via band width. Overlapping bands are displayed side by side, and the degree of overlap can be estimated visually. The degree of overlap required for Mapper to regard two doublet segments as identical can be adjusted by the user, from 0% (bands just touching) to 100% (perfectly overlapping bands). This feature can also dramatically reduce the number of solutions reported, enabling users to ignore mapping variations created by size isomorphism alone.
The two pruning methods can be used independently or together. For example, given a four-enzyme test problem utilizing the enzymes BanII, BcgI, BspHI and XmnI, the circular plasmid YEP24, and assuming 5.0% error for all segment lengths, Mapper initially produces 40 consistent solutions. Pruning size-isomorphic solutions alone, regarding doublets with any degree of overlap as identical (with respect to output), cuts this number in half. Pruning order-isomorphic solutions alone reduces the 40 to 12. Pruning both at once reduces the 40 to just six solutions, with unique solutions for the BcgI, BspHI and XmnI digests, but three solutions for the BanII digest. Clearly, additional data are needed for BanII before a unique solution to this particular problem can be found.
Discussion
Mapper's preprocessing stage is intended simply to make the algorithm find solutions more quickly than earlier restriction mapping algorithms. Time efficiency is very important for restriction mapping programs, since the size of the factorial order search space increases dramatically with small increases in problem complexity.
However, there is a trade-off involved. Preprocessing generates arrays of separate problems, which must then be solved separately. This seems likely to increase, not decrease, the amount of work that must be done. If preprocessing creates k type-specified instances from a single problem, time will be saved only if solving each instance takes less than 1/kth as much time, on average, as solving the initial, unconstrained problem directly.
To determine the effects of preprocessing on overall search time, we implemented and tested five algorithms, each utilizing a different level of preprocessing (Table 1) .
The simplest of these, 'Plain', is a two-enzyme Mapper without preprocessing: a straightforward Smalltalk implementation of separation theory as applied to restriction mapping by Ho et al. (1991) . Input to Plain is always a single DD problem instance; segment type assignments are not considered.
'EndRec' is Plain with one added capability: ends recognition. If input from linear DNA contains exactly two embedded segments, these are assumed to be the ends, and are fixed in place, greatly reducing the number of combinatorial possibilities, but if k > 2 embedded segments are present, EndRec constructs ( 'NoFriends' and 'NoSC' are similar to Mapper, except that they do not utilize constraints based on friends assignments and site conservation, respectively. They were implemented to determine the comparative efficacy of these two distinct classes of constraints.
Mapper can be thought of as Plain with four preprocessing stages added: type assignment, site conservation, friends assignments and ends recognition.
All five algorithms find exactly the same solution set for a given problem; the only difference between them is how quickly they run. The first four algorithms solve only twoenzyme problems, and EndRec is identical to Plain given circular DNA, so only linear DD problems were used as test data. Mapper solves multiple-enzyme problems as well, but it spends the bulk of its time solving double digests when it is doing so.
We tested the five algorithms with six different DD problems: three easy, three hard ( Table 2) . The easy problems (1a, 2a, 3a) had alternating cuts for every internal segment in the DD, and all segments (except the end-segments) had unique sizes. The hard problems (1b, 2b, 3b) had additional embedded segments in the DD, order-uncertain groupings and identically sized doublets, making them much more likely to produce large solution sets. All six problems were reverse engineered from exact maps, allowing us to test the algorithms with perfect as well as errorful data.
All five algorithms were coded in Smalltalk, and all were run on identical Sun SPARCstation IPX workstations. The same code was reused whenever possible. Each problem was tested at three error levels, and its run time recorded, so a total of 18 problem instances were used to test each algorithm (Table 3) . Values below 1000 were obtained by averaging 10 separate runs; values above 1000 were obtained from single runs. Runs of more than 24 h (216 000 s) were terminated. At 5.0% error, no algorithm solved 3a or 3b within 24 h, so a total of 10 runs were terminated before completion.
For the computationally simple problems 1a and 1b, the overhead required for preprocessing prevents Mapper from beating the simpler algorithms. Plain does quite well here, especially on problem 1b. The rudimentary preprocessing utilized by EndRec makes it 2-3 times faster than Plain for problem 1a, but Mapper's additional preprocessing techniques simply slow it down (Table 3) .
However, all five algorithms solve 1a and 1b so quickly that these small differences would not be significant to a user. The problems having medium (2a, 2b) and high (3a, 3b) computational complexity show Mapper's strengths much more clearly. At realistic error levels (2.5-5.0%), Mapper is slower than EndRec for only one problem instance, and from 50 to 400% faster for the other six.
This comparative efficiency does not eliminate the possibility of long run times for complex problems, however, since we are searching factorial order spaces. Both 2a and 2b involve permuting 11 segments in the double digest. For the hardest problem instance, 2b at 5.0% error, Mapper ran for <5 min. However, 3a and 3b, with eight cuts/enzyme, involve permuting 17 DD segments, a much more time-consuming task. At 2.5% error, 3a was solved within seconds, but 3b took over 2 h. At 5.0% error, neither problem could be solved within 24 h. This probably occurred because a collection of 17 DD segments having 17 distinct lengths can remain distinct given 2.5% uncertainty, but some confusion between segment pairs is impossible to avoid given 5.0% uncertainty.
This limitation is fundamental to model-driven restriction mapping algorithms. No matter how efficient an algorithm is, some problems will be impossible to solve within a reasonable time. Heuristic algorithms can do better in theory, but have so far proven unreliable in this domain. Automated restriction mapping is hard, not because of poor algorithms, but because of the limitations of gel electrophoresis data. No restriction mapping algorithm, no matter how sophisticated, can make inferences that are not implicit in the data.
We also tested the effects of pruning excess order-isomorphic solutions, size-isomorphic solutions, and both in combination, from Mapper's solution set. For size-isomorphic pruning, we instructed Mapper to consider two segments as identical (with respect to output) whenever their error bounds overlapped by any amount. Our results (Table  4) show clearly the reduction in apparent complexity caused by pruning.
For the easy, unambiguous problems (1a, 2a, 3a), pruning was of little value, since unique solutions were always found for the problems which ran to completion, except for problem 2a, which at 5.0% error confused two adjacent DD segments of similar sizes (2900 and 3100 bp, respectively), leading to two initial solutions.
